1995 Notable Children’s Books

Younger readers

Energetic, expressive cartoon-style illustrations humorously convey the joys, fears, and squabbles of two wacky sisters as they sing and dance their way through the Old West in this easy reader.

The barnyard is alive with activity, but where is goose? An exuberant, rhyming text and vibrant illustrations add to the delight of this hide-and-seek game.

No pirate is tougher than Boris, "but when his parrot died, he cried and cried."

Granny McTavish's homemade pizza is always too tough to eat, but it saves the day when a family outing turns into a race to escape an erupting volcano.

A child finds Harvey growing balloons in the middle of the night in this magical fantasy. Bold and bright illustrations seem to glow with a life of their own.

Baking an apple pie is easy unless the grocery store is closed. In that case, you only need to travel around the world to collect the ingredients. Lighthearted proof that food doesn't grow on the shelves.

Mr. Zookeeper tucks all the animals in, but the reader will find he is much sleepier than they are! A hilarious bedtime read-aloud.

Chicks and ducks wander among and beyond the vibrant illustrations in this sensitive telling of a baby chick's acceptance of a loving surrogate mother.

Here is a super mix of irreverent, tender, humorous, explanatory, and matter-of-fact poems about beautiful bovines. Strong, bold, full-page illustrations with a broad stroke reflect the fanciful text.

Glowing watercolors capture the toddler's perspective, as Margarita persistently attempts to greet everyone standing in line at the post office.

Duck and gander are determined combatants in a "freeze" contest that almost has fatal results in this humorous tale.
Minerva Louise, an enterprising chicken, searches for a hat to keep herself warm. Instead she finds a pair of mittens fitting both tail and head.

In this humorous adaptation of the Flood story, Noah and the rest of the animals manage to rescue the sloths, who are "too tired" to climb aboard themselves.

Wild, Margaret. *Going Home.* Illus. by Wayne Harris. Scholastic.
A young patient learns how to magically escape the hospital without leaving his bed as nearby zoo noises launch him on a series of journeys. Clear, spacious illustrations celebrate the power of imagination.

Two young children talk about their beloved granny, comparing her to other grannies, all delightfully different.

**Middle-grade readers**

A renowned storyteller retells fables and folktales gathered from many regions of Africa. Presented in a colorful, inviting format.

Thoughtful paintings in warm golds and browns complement this perceptive portrait of a youth who dreamed of having a home.

The former mayor of Ankara lovingly recalls his childhood in rural Turkey and his special friendship with a widow and her remarkable goat, Kolo. The 1995 Mildred Batchelder Honor Book.

Giant insects—depicted life size—crawl, flutter, or swim across common household items in this lively portrait gallery.

Droll illustrations and wildly inventive poetry combine for a hilarious visit to the animal world.

Meet "the most splendiferous girl in town" in this celebration of a friendship in poetry and warmly colored art.

A collection of 27 previously unpublished poems chronicles this animal alphabet. The brief verse is decorated with paper, board, and clay sculptures created by children.


Lasky, Kathryn. The Librarian Who Measured the Earth. Illus. by Kevin Hawkes. Little, Brown. Colorful acrylic paintings enhance this biography of the Greek geographer/librarian Eratosthenes, who accurately calculated the circumference of the earth 2,000 years ago.


Lester, Julius. The Last Tales of Uncle Remus. Illus. by Jerry Pinkney. Dial. The escapades and antics of Brer Rabbit, Brer Bear, Brer Possum, and their friends are revisited in the storytelling language of Uncle Remus. The special voice of Lester blends with Pinkney's soft watercolor and line illustrations.

Maguire, Gregory. Seven Spiders Spinning. Clarion. High heroic humor pervades in this farcical tale of seven gruesome snow spiders closing in on a small Vermont town.


Polacco, Patricia. Pink and Say. Illus. Putnam/Philomel. A former slave saves the life of a young white soldier and pays for it with his own life in this poignant Civil War story.

**Older readers**

Avi. The Barn. Orchard/Richard Jackson. Nine-year-old Ben must leave school to return to his home in the Oregon Territory when his father becomes ill. This intense first-person narrative deals with the deep issues of hope in the face of hopelessness and the strength that comes from hard work.


Christiansen, C.B. I See the Moon. Atheneum. Bitte's horror upon learning that her unwed sister will give up her baby for adoption is the catalyst for lessons about life, love, and growing up.


Dorris, Michael. Guests. Hyperion. Unhappy that his father has invited strangers with white faces to the harvest feast, Moss takes his "away time" alone in the forest, beginning his journey into adulthood. A provocative view of Thanksgiving, survival, and coming-of-age.

Farmer, Nancy. The Ear, the Eye and the Arm. Orchard/Richard Jackson. When the overprotected children from a future police state in Zimbabwe are kidnapped, mutant detectives Ear, Eye, and Arm are never far behind in pursuit of the kidnappers. This well-balanced, suspenseful world is steeped in myth, technology, and tension.

Fine, Anne. Flour Babies. Little, Brown. Parenting a six-pound flour-baby forces Simon to come to grips with his own life and the absence of his father. Lively characters combine with humorous situations.
Christmas Day, 1914, finds four young British soldiers playing a rousing game of soccer with the Germans in the opposite trenches. A powerful exploration of the paradoxical nature of war.

Hine's investigative reporting of early-twentieth-century child labor is presented in black-and-white photographs and succinct text.

A well-organized and straightforward text provides the young adolescent with honest and accurate information. Cartoon drawings provide the right amount of humor to defuse the reader's embarrassment.

Thirteen-year-old Nyle and her grandmother try to go on with their lives on a Vermont sheep farm, despite the disastrous radiation leak at a nearby nuclear power plant. The thought-provoking story is sustained by the calm grace and strength of the characters.

Johnston, Julie. Adam and Eve and Pinch-Me. Little, Brown.  
After enduring a long series of unhappy foster homes, Sara is won over with love and caring by her new family. Her moving story is told with honesty and humor.

The special relationship between Jesse and his unpredictable grandfather, who is becoming old and forgetful, is explored with compassion and humor.

The many talented people who contributed to the creation and development of jazz are profiled in extraordinary mixed-media paintings accompanied by the artists' personal recollections.

Twelve-year-old Slim stays with her father during his last battle with AIDS in this funny, poignant, tragic story.

Haunting illustrations suggest the power of evil in this Muslim version of the story of Adam and Eve.

Nine-year-old Vinnie's grief and loneliness crescendo in this tightly written, multilayered story.

A group of Danish teenage boys' resistance to the Nazis in 1942 evolves from childish pranks to deadly sabotage in a tension-laden tale that examines the complexities of human relationships and conflicts. The 1995 Batchelder Award winner.

A Japanese American and his "haole" best friend find their carefree routine of school, baseball, and fishing trips disrupted by the bombing of their neighborhood, Pearl Harbor.
This photo-essay documents the personal experiences of Japanese Americans interned during World War II.

By introducing five persons with startlingly original visions, Wolf explores the creative possibility of this artform.

Woodson, Jacqueline. *I Hadn't Meant to Tell You This*. Delacorte.
Marie forms an unexpected friendship with Lena as they both attempt to cope with loss, discrimination, and abuse.

For all ages

Piano and guitar chords accompany this joyful collection of singing games, finger rhymes, lullabies, and songs for special occasions. Spirited illustrations enliven the Spanish and English texts.

Richly textured collage illustrations depict the story of an inner-city riot as seen through the eyes of a child. The 1995 Caldecott Medal winner.

The story of the Israelites' journey from Egyptian bondage to freedom is combined with a lucid explanation for the symbolism and origin of the Passover seder. Brilliant pastels with geometric borders.

Primitive-style illustrations painted on wood panels provide the perfect visual accompaniment to the spirited tall tale of Angelica Longrider. A 1995 Caldecott Honor Book.

An African American storyteller shares the poetic version of this biblical story with a circle of entranced young listeners.

In this wordless picture book, a bird flies on a startling journey through a time-shifting dinosaur museum. A 1995 Caldecott Honor Book.

*Sabuda, Robert. The Christmas Alphabet*. Orchard.
Elegant and inventive paper sculpture makes this an extraordinary alphabet book.

This collection of poems brightens the winter season with uncommon selections and illustrations in soft grays, blues, and white.